Introduction
A novel representation of process variables as frequency signals is presented in this paper.
Ordinarily positive numbers can be directly translated into a pulse frequency or rate signal. NegaUve I n i n i n
Summer

O I P PULSE POLOUT
The summer block is used to add the input pulse trains.
The block diagram is as shown in Fig. 4 . The summer has to consider the polarity of the incoming signals also while generating !he output pulse streams. Thus, there are four inputs to the summer block namely, the two input pulse streams and the polarities of each of these streams. Similarly, the output consists of the output pulse stream (magnitude) as well as the polarity. 
2.
Similarly, if the pulses from the two input streams are non-coincident and have negative polarity (active high) then the output polarity also set to '1' (the output pulse frequency then has a negative polarity) and all the pulses arc passed. 3. If both a positive and a negative pulses are present at the same i n s p t , then the resultant output is zero and the output polarity is irrelevant (default '0'). 4. If one of the pulse streams is positive while the other is negative, and if the pulses are not coincident, then all the pulses are passed with the output polarity equal to tho polarity of whatever input pulse which is being passed at that instant.
.
If two input pulses are coincident and are of the same sign, an extra pulse is generated and passed to the output immediately after tho pulse corresponding to the input. The sign of both the pulses i s the same as the sign of the input
pulses.
The various cases are illustrated in the Fig: 5 . . ... 
Difference Element
The difference element acts like a summer element except that the polarity of one of its input signals is reversed and then added to the other signal. The block diagram is as shown in Fig. 6 .
If the pulses from two inputs are coincident and are of same polarity the output is zero. if the pulses from the two input pulse streams are coincident and are of opposite polarity the output pulse is OR operation of two pulses; further, an extra pulse will be generated and passed to the output. The polarity of these two pulses is same as VP Pulse-A polarity. If thefpulses fiom two input pulse streams are noncoincident, the output pulse stream will be simple OR operation of the two input pulse streams but the polarity at every instant depends on which signal is passed on to the output, at that instant. If UP Pulse-A is present the output polarity is same as the input polarity.
If VPI Pulse-B is present the output polarity is the complement of the input polanty. 
Integrator
A counter performs the operation of integration in pulse rate systems. It accepts the input pulse stream ancgqnerates an 8-bit value corresponding to the integral of the input. However, it has not been possible to ripresent negative values as a pulse stream frequency. To overcome this dificulty,.the concept of polarity of the rate 'signal was introduced. This polarity signal can be used to specify whether a'rate signal is a positive pulse stream (high) or a negative stream (low). Using the concept of polarity we state that the counter must count up when I, Both the input and the output streams are of positive poIarity.
2. Both the input and the output streams am of negative polarity.
The counter should curml down when output is negative.
. output is positive.
1.The polarity of the input is positive and that of the 2.The polarity of the input is negative and that of the 
4.i. Results
The entire arrangement was simulated. using Modelsim software. For various input frequencies the resulting byte (see Table. 1) was found to be reasonably stable. The transient response to step frequencies Si, eventually converted to parallel data in the U/D counter is shown in Fig.11 . The pulse rate signal with sign however cannot be easily visualized. If a ''stem'''' pulse rate signal of any polarity could be converted into a "sleady" byte or a word, it would be easy to display it using a digital display system or even a D/A converter. We will assume that the pulse rate is reasonably steady and any changes are onIy gradua1. 
